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ABSTRACT
INTERACTION OF DISPARITY AND ACCOMMODATIVE VERGENCE
by
Michele Liu Kung

To fixate on a target that moves from far to near, changes in blur and disparity activate
accommodation and disparity vergence. The goal of this study was to experimentally
obtain eye movement data from four subjects, and analyze this data using through a new
signal processing algorithm known as independent component analysis (ICA).
Preliminary data suggest that three underlying neural subcomponents are present where
the two components of disparity vergence initiate the movement and the accommodative
portion is activated to facilitate the steady state portion of the response.
ICA was used as a blind source separation technique to analyze experimental and
simulated data. Loss of independence between the sustaining component and the
accommodative component is speculated to cause ICA to be unable to determine the
accommodative component.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Vergence Eye Movements
There are five different types of eye movements, saccades, pursuit, vergence, vestibular
and fixation maintenance [1]. Only one of these types of eye movements, vergence, is
disjunctive or disconjugate which means the eyes do not move in tandem with each other.
During a vergence or disconjugate eye movement, the eyes simultaneously move in
opposite directions. A convergence eye movement occurs when the eyes move laterally
toward the nose (cross-eyed). A divergence e.ye movement occurs when the eyes move
laterally away from the nose. A typical situation calling for a disjunctive movement is
the change in binocular observation from a far to a near target, when the fixation lines of
the two eyes have to converge. A target changing in depth produces primarily blur and
disparity that evoke both accommodative and vergence eye movements respectively.
Accommodative vergence is driven by blur. The accommodation system drives the lens
to focus an image. The gradual hardening of the lens, a natural process of aging, causes
the accommodation system to cease functioning over time. This natural deterioration
usually starts around the age of thirty-five and is known as presbyopia [1]. Disparity
vergence occurs when images fall on opposite sides of the fovea (part of the retina),
causing diplopia (double vision) [1]. The eyes rotate inward or outward to place the
image on the fovea, which fuses the two images into one. This retinal disparity is one of
the key inputs into the disparity vergence control system. By controlling the conditions
of the stimulus we are able to stimulate disparity vergence eye movements with constant
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accommodation, as well as disparity vergence eye movements with a change in
accommodation [2].
It is also possible to eliminate blur and drive the vergence motor response with
disparity alone by controlling the stimulus conditions[3].
1.1.1 Physiology
The eye moves through the use of six extraocular muscles that attach to each eyeball and
perform horizontal movements, vertical movements or rotation. These muscles are
controlled by impulses from specific cranial nerves that tell the muscles to contract or to
relax. When certain muscles contract, and others relax, the eye moves. The six muscles
that control the movement of the eyes are the superior rectus, the inferior rectus, the
superior oblique, the inferior oblique, the lateral rectus, and the medial rectus shown in
Figure 1.1. The superior rectums primarily moves the eye upward and secondarily rotates
the top of the eye toward the nose. The inferior rectus primarily moves the eye
downward and secondarily rotates the top of the eye away from the nose. The superior
oblique primarily rotates the top of the eye toward the nose and secondarily moves the
eye downward. The inferior oblique primarily rotates the top of the eye away from the
nose and secondarily moves the eye upward. The medial rectus moves the eye toward the
nose and the lateral rectums moves the eye away from the nose [1].

3

1.1.2 Dual Mode Theory

The disparity vergence eye movement system has been shown to exhibit complex dual
mode slow and fast components, within responses. The neurophysiology of these
disjunctive movements has been shown to be neurologically independent from conjugate
eye movement [5] (saccadic, pursuit, vestibular, and fixation maintenance). Mays et al
were able to describe the activities of neurons that burst for disjunctive eye movements.
The activity of these burst cells were correlated with vergence velocity, and size of the
vergence movement [5]. The time characteristics allow correction of movements during
their course on the basis of visual information [6]. Semmlow et al isolated signals of
pure disparity vergence responses that match these physiological findings [7]. The Dual
Mode Model has been developed which simulates this behavior [8]. Disparity vergence
uses dual control to obtain both speed and accuracy. The Dual Mode Theory is a twocomponent system, comprised of an initiating and a sustaining component. The initiating
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component is a feed forward, open loop control system, which depicts the system's
speed. The sustaining component is a feedback, closed-loop control system, which
depicts the system's accuracy. The initial transient movement of vergence often differs
by as much as a degree or more from the one required for binocular fixation. This error
is subsequently corrected by slow changes in convergence [3]. These slow changes in
convergence have been correlated to vergence tonic cells [9].

This model has been validated by neurophysiological data, which shows burst and
tonic cells exist in the vergence neural circuit. The burst cells correlate to the feed
forward or pulse portion of the vergence model and the tonic cells correlate to the
feedback or step portion of the vergence model [5].

Hung and colleagues studied the difference between disparity vergence with
constant accommodation and disparity vergence with a change in accommodation. Hung
and colleagues studied variance and showed that a significant amount of variance existed
during the transient phase after response latency, which corresponds to the two
components found in disparity vergence. It is hypothesized that there is a third feedback
driven component from the accommodative vergence system [10]. However, their key
finding was in comparing disparity vergence with constant accommodation versus
disparity vergence with a change in accommodation. More variance was found in the
later part of the disparity vergence with a change in accommodation compared to
disparity vergence with constant accommodation suggesting that accommodation is
present during the later steady state portion of the response [11].
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1.2 Independent Component Analysis

Independent component analysis (ICA) is an advanced statistical technique for
decomposing complex data set vector into components that maximize statistical
independence between components [12, 13]. ICA can be used to solve blind source
separation (BSS) problems. ICA assumes that the components are statistically
independent, have non-gaussian distributions and are linearly mixed [7]. In
mathematical notation this problem can be modeled by the equation X = As + noise.
Where X is the mixed signal matrix where there are at least as many signals as there are
sources, A is the mixing matrix, and s is the component matrix.

Most ICA algorithms go through a preliminary whitening or sphering of the data
X. Sphering is accomplished by linearly transforming the original observed variable (v)
to X (Qv = X ), such that E{XX T } = I . After this whitening process, the separate
signals can be found by orthogonally transforming the whitened signals. This is achieved
simply by rotation of the joint density and scaling the data set. The appropriate rotation
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is sought by maximizing the nongaussian-ity of the marginal densities (shown on the
edges of the density plot) [13, 14]. The linear mixture of independent random variables
is necessarily more Gaussian than the original variables.

Figure 1.3 Signal and joint density after whitening (sphering) operation [14].

The ICA technique requires a number of repetitive responses for the behavior
being analyzed. When ICA is applied to ensemble vergence movement data, it treats
each response (observation) run as a separate mixed signal [7]. There are many popular
ICA algorithms available online as MATLAB script files. This thesis utilized the
"FastICA" algorithm developed by the ICA Group at the Helsinki University.
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1.2.1 Independent Component Analysis : Application
An interesting application of ICA used as a blind source separation (BSS) technique is
the classic cocktail party problem. In this application multiple people are speaking
simultaneously in the same room. The problem is to separate the different voices using
recordings made by multiple microphones placed throughout the room. As long as there
are at least as many microphone, recordings as components ICA can be applied to
separate the individual voice signals. By using an ICA algorithm researchers are able to
separate the various voices into separate signals. Another more practical example of this
application of ICA would be noise reduction [13].

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique used for estimating the true
dimensionality of a data set. Principal component analysis works by generating
components that account for as much variability in the data set as possible. PCA also
generates a series of eigen values to describe how much of the data's variance is
contained in that component. A Scree plot (eigenvalue against component number) is
often used to determine how many components ICA should determine. Semmlow et al
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determined that for disparity vergence two components represent the majority of
variability of the data based on the knee or breakpoint in the scree plot [2]. The FastICA
package can also be used to generate a plot of eigenvalues versus number of component
to estimate how many components the ICA should blindly separate [15].

1.3 Objective

The objective of this study was to experimentally obtain eye movement data from four
subjects, and analyze this data using independent component analysis. Two types of
controlled stimulus were used to collect this data. The first stimulus type evoked
disparity vergence with constant accommodation. The second stimulus type evoked
disparity vergence with a change in accommodation. Independent component analysis
was used to find the hypothesized accommodative component [11]. This thesis advanced
the understanding of the interactions between the disparity vergence system and the
accommodative vergence system. This knowledge could potentially help people with
accommodative and disparity dysfunction (ex presbyopia).

CHAPTER 2
SIMULATIONS

2.1 Simulated Data Creation
Independent component analysis has already been successfully applied to disparity
vergence data with constant accommodation in multiple studies [2, 7]. Semmlow et al
were able to verify the use of ICA on vergence movement data by comparing ICA results
on simulated data with ICA results on experimental data (disparity vergence data with
constant accommodation). Simulated data was created based on the Dual-Component
model by randomly varying the component width, amplitude and onset time.
For this thesis, two sets of simulated disparity vergence data were created using a
MATLAB script [16]. The program created twenty simulated vergence movements using
the open loop parameter with zero noise. The inputs shown in table 2.1 were used to
create simulated data with the accommodative component suppressed to zero shown in
figure 2.1A. The simulated data created using these inputs were created to be equivalent
to four degree experimental haploscope data taken for two seconds at two hundred Hz.
This simulated data (shown in figure 2.1B) was used to reproduce Semmlow et al's work
with ICA to two components [7].
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The inputs shown in table 2.2 were used to create simulated data with the
accommodative component included. The simulated data created using these inputs were
created to be equivalent to four degree experimental LED data taken for two seconds at
two hundred Hz with zero noise. This data includes the hypothesized third feedback
driven component from the accommodative vergence system [10].
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2.2 Data Analysis
Independent component analysis was run on the simulated data using the icamtl .m file
written by Semmiow et al, and customized for the purpose of this thesis (see Appendix B
for excerpt). The icamtl algorithm used the FastICA algorithm, but was different from
using FastICA alone in that the icamtl algorithm could only be run on data of two
seconds (400 points) and data could be partitioned to help in the ICA to remove the issues
of dependence between components that start at approximately the same time [17].
Another difference is the limitation of the icamtl algorithm to only determining two
components. The correction algorithm is not required for real (experimental) data,
sufficient independence exists between components of real data. This greater
independence is likely the result of a greater number of variables controlling the
physiological system than the model simulation [2].
The FastICA algorithm was also used to blindly separate two components on the
simulated LED data to compare to ICA performed to two components on experimental
LED data. FastICA to three components was performed on the simulated LED data to
compare to ICA performed to three components on experimental LED data.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Icamtl on Simulated Data
Figure 2.3 shows the results of the successful reproduction of ICA work performed by
Semmiow and his colleagues on simulated data [7]. Figure 2.3A shows the ensemble
averages of the simulated motor components. Figure 2.3B is a plot of the components
determined by ICA. Figure 2.3C shows both sets of components (means of simulated
component input and ICA determined components) plotted on the same graph. This
analysis was considered successful due to the similarities seen in the components plotted
in figure 2.3C. This successful reproduction of analysis performed by Semmiow et al
confirmed that ICA was working properly [7].
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Figure 2.3 Simulated data: (A) Plot of individual means of the sustaining component
(SC) and initiating component (IC) used to create the simulated data shown in figure
2.1B [16]. (B) Components determined by icamtl algorithm written by Semmiow et.
al. Partitioned at 119. (C) Simulated components (solid lines) used to create inputted
simulated data plotted with components determined by ICA (dashed lines).
Figure 2.4A shows the means of the components used to create the simulated
LED data in figure 2.2B. Figure 2.4B displays the two components determined by the
icamtl algorithm written by Dr. Semmiow and his colleagues [17]. Figure 2.4C has the
simulated components and the ICA determined components plotted on the same graph to
show the differences between the input components and the components determined by
ICA.
These differences result from the limitation of the icamtl algorithm to two
component determination. The sustaining component that icamtl determined is a
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combination of the sustaining component and the accommodative component input into
the algorithm. The icamtl algorithm scales the components by holding the value of the
steady state portion of the sustaining component (SC) found to the value of the average of
the data input into the algorithm seen in figure 2.4A. The algorithm then scales the
initiating component (IC) found such that the two components determined by ICA add up
to the average of the input data. Because of the scaling, the SC found has a larger
magnitude than the input SC and consequently the IC found is smaller than the input IC.

Figure 2.4 Simulated data: (A) Plot of individual means of the sustaining component
(SC), initiating component (IC) and accommodative component (AC) used to create
simulated data shown in figure 2.2B. (B) Components determined by icamtl .m
algorithm written by Semmiow et. al. Sustained component (S.C) and initiating
component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 110 [17]. (C) Simulated components (solid lines)
used to create inputted simulated data plotted with components determined by ICA
(dashed lines).
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2.3.2 FastICA on Simulated LED Data
The sloping down of both components in figure 2.5B is speculated to be caused by the
third component that ICA was not told to determine for this analysis. The three
components that the independent component analysis (ICA) found (shown in figure 2.5C)
did not match the three components that were input into the simulated data (shown in
figure 2.5A). The third component found of the simulated data was multiplied by
negative one if to scale the end of the third component positive. The most likely
explanation for why the ICA data on this simulated LED data did not return the
components entered is due to loss of independence of the three components. This loss of
independence is probably caused by the similarities in shape between the accommodative
component (AC) and the sustaining component (SC). Both the AC and the SC are steps
although the accommodative component has a longer latency and is of a smaller
magnitude.
ICA algorithms do not find the proper scale of the components, it defines the
behavior of the components. Principal component analysis (PCA) determines the number
of components. ICA will search for the number of components the operator tells the
algorithm to search for. While ICA was able to find a step component that looks like the
SC and a pulse component, it can be observed that the remaining component found
(figure 2.5C) is a mixture of the actual input components (figure 2.5A). Thus it is
hypothesized that the third component that ICA determines is a combination of the
primary and secondary components. This component has an initial pulse shape, and a
latter upwards drift giving it an 'N' shape.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1 Experimental Methodology
3.1.1 Experimental Instrumentation
The Skalar Iris model 6500, an infrared limbus-tracking device, recorded data at a
sampling rate of 200 Hz for both experiments. This eye movement monitor has a
resolution of 2 minutes of arc and a linearity of ±25 degrees [18]. This instrument was
placed on the subject's head and adjusted to the left and right eye. It collected data from
each eye where left and right eye movements were individually stored to be analyzed
offline. A lens kit mounted onto the eye movement monitor was used to compensate for
myopia (nearsightedness) when needed.

A Dell Optiplex GX240 Pentium IV, 1.70 GigaHertz (GHz) computer with 256
MB of RAM operating with Microsoft Windows XP Professional 2002 ran LabVIEW 6i.
This computer contained a data acquisition (DAQ) board, model 6024e, from National
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Instruments, which digitized incoming analog signals as voltage values and output analog
signals to the stimulus display which were a pair of analog oscilloscopes (BK Precision
Model 2120B 30MHz) and digital outputs to illuminate several light emitting diodes
(LEDs). Throughout the experiment, the data were collected from each eye
independently. The net vergence response is taken as the difference in the position of the
two eyes and is computed from the individual eye movement recordings [7] where
convergence is plotted as positive. For these experiments, a four/six degree vergence
movement consisted of each eye moving laterally two/three degrees from the initial
position to the final position of each trial. Therefore the net vergence response equals the
total degrees moved (four or six).
After calibration, subjects would push a trigger button to initiate an experiment
with a random time delay of 0.5 to 2.0 seconds (either LEDs or oscilloscopes) to remove
anticipation by the subject. Furthermore, the four and six degree steps were randomly
selected by the computer to avoid subject prediction. These responses were recorded for
three seconds and experiments occurred in complete darkness where the subject only
observed the presence of the targets to eliminate proximal vergence cues.
3.1.2 Experimental Setup — Oscilloscopes
The apparatus for the oscilloscope set up (haploscope) is shown in figure 3.2. It consists
of two partially reflective mirrors positioned 45 degrees to the subject's line of sight, two
oscilloscopes that provide the step stimulus, and a limbic tracking system, which collects
the eye movements.

Each oscilloscope emits a line stimulus towards the mirrors, which in effect
produce two lines that the subject would fuse into single line. After the subject pushed
the trigger, the two lines would move in a step manner triggering either a four degree or
six degree convergence response (an inward turning of the eyes where the person would
"cross their eyes"). The subject would follow the stimulus and would once again fuse
the lines. The oscilloscopes project targets at a constant focal length from the subject to
stimulate disparity vergence. Because the targets are projected at a constant focal length
from the subject, this experimental set up keeps accommodation constant due to lack of
change in blur.

For the three-dimensional (3-D) target LED setup shown in Figure 3.4, the stimulus
always began at the same initial position using an illuminated LED. This setup consists
of the target LEDs and the limbus tracking device. The computer initiated the
extinguishing of the initial LED and the lighting of the next LED where subjects were
asked to track the new target positioned along the midline of the subject as shown in
Figure 3.4. Because the targets change in three dimensional space, the focal length of the
target to the subject changes. This change in focal length stimulates disparity vergence
with a change in accommodation.
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3.1.4 Subject Selection
Four subjects were chosen to participate in this study, B01, M02, F03 and D04. Each
subject signed informed consent form "NJIT Consent Form_CI without funding group]
to 3" (see appendix A) approved by the NJIT Institution Review Board. Subjects were
all under the age of thirty and had normal binocular vision. People 35 years and older
typically have presbyopia which is a condition where their lens is not as functional and
thus were not included in this study.
3.1.5 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition was performed using a Labview Virtual Instrument (VI) written by
other members of the vision research lab [19]. This program controlled the output to the
experimental setups, as well as randomly selecting four or six degree stimuli.
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3.2 Experimental Data
For comparison, experimental data are organized by experiment type and stimulus. Each
vergence signal plotted is a separate experimental trial. The experimental data are plotted
in degrees as a function of sample number (time). Experimental data were taken for each
trial for three seconds at two hundred hertz (Hz) which is above the Nyquist sampling
rate for vergence eye movements.
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Figure 3.8 Six degree haploscope data. Three seconds at 200 Hz (degrees vs. sample
number). (A) Subject B01 (B) Subject MO2 (C) Subject F02 (D) Subject D04.
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Figure 3.9 Four degree LED data. Three seconds at 200 Hz (degrees vs. sample
number). (A) Subject B01 (B) Subject MO2 (C) Subject F03 (D) Subject D04.
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Figure 3.10 Six degree LED data. Three seconds at 200 Hz (degrees vs. sample
number). (A) Subject B01 (B) Subject MO2 (C) Subject F03 (D) Subject D04.
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3.3 Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) has shown that two components account for more
than 90% of the variability in convergence eye movements. It has been hypothesized
that the accommodative component (AC) of vergence and noise will account for a
portion of the remaining 10% of the variability [11]. Semmlow et al has used
independent component analysis (ICA) to find the sustaining component (SC) and the
initiating component (IC) of disparity vergence data with constant accommodation [7].
This thesis used a custom vision data analysis program written in MATLAB [20]
to categorize the vergence eye movement data. Only data with pure vergence movements
were kept for analysis. Vergence movements with saccades, blinks or excess
instrumentation noise were discarded. This program was also edited to save the vergence
eye movement data to be used in the independent component analysis (see visresc2call .m
in appendix B). The data analysis program was run under MATLAB 6.1. After the data
were categorized, they were further sorted using MATLAB 6.5 scripts created for this
thesis (see combine.m, sorta.m, sortb.m in appendix B).
ICA was performed on the categorized vergence data. The vergence movement
data were truncated from three seconds (600 points) to two seconds (400 points) using a
MATLAB script written for this thesis (see truncate.m in appendix B). The icamtl .m file
written by Senimlow et al, and customized for the purpose of this thesis (see Appendix B
for excerpt) was run on the truncated experimental data. The icamtl algorithm used the
FastICA algorithm, but were different from using FastICA alone because ICA could only
be run on data of two seconds (400 points) and data could be partitioned to help in the
ICA to remove the issues of dependence between components that start at approximately
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the same time [17]. This correction algorithm is not required for real (experimental) data,
sufficient independence exists between components of real data. This greater
independence is likely the result of a greater number of variables controlling the
physiological system than the model simulation [2].
The FastICA package [15] written for MATLAB was run on the full (not
truncated) vergence movement data. The FastICA package was selected because it has
been found to converge reliably when performed on vergence data [7]. The FastICA
script was run with other MATLAB scripts created for this thesis (see f loaderm.m,
f saverm.m, icaf loaderm.m in appendix B). This analysis was run under MATLAB 6.5.
ICA was run to determine the two components on the haploscope data and to determine
the three components on the LED data.
The components found by FastICA are not to scale. The third component found
in the LED data was multiplied by negative one if needed to match the direction of the
third component found in the simulated data. ICA performed on LED data to three
components was compared with ICA performed to three components on the simulated
data. The ICA performed to three components on the simulated data did not match the
three components that were used in creating the simulated data.
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3.3.1 Icamtl — Four Degree Movement
In most of these graphs a downward curve is seen as the primary difference between the
haploscope and the led data. It has been speculated that this deviation in the step
component is a result of the accommodative vergence response [21].
In figure 3.11a the sustaining component is completely flat, which
supports the speculation that the downward curve of the sustaining component seen in
figure 3.11b is caused by the influence of accommodative vergence response [21].

In figure 3.12 there is not really a visible downward curve difference between the
Haploscope data, and the LED data. It is hypothesized that for some people the
accommodative response is slower than for others, and in this case the accommodative
response has not started yet.
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Figure 3.12 Subject M02: (A) Four degree haploscope data. Data truncated from 600
points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining component (S.C) and
initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 55 [17]. (B) Four degree LED data.
Data truncated from 600 points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining
component (S.C) and initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 85 [17].
In figures 3.13a and 3.14a there is visibly less downward curve than in figures
3.13b and 3.14b. Again this effect is speculated to be caused by the accommodative
vergence component.
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Figure 3.13 Subject F03: (A) Four degree haploscope data. Data truncated from 600
points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining component (S.C) and
initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 65 [17]. (B) Four degree LED data.
Data truncated from 600 points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining
component (S.C) and initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 75 [17].
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3.3.2 Icamtl — Six Degree Movement
In this section the icamtl analysis on the six degree vergence data is shown. The
sustaining component for the haploscope data in this section remained flat in the steady
state portion (figures 3.15A, 3.16A, 3.17A, 3.18A). There is less of a downcurve in the
sustaining component in the steady state portion of the LED component graphs shown in
this section (figures 3.15B, 3.16B, 3.17B, 3.18B) compared to the four degree analysis
shown in section 3.3.1 (figures 3.11B, 3.12B, 3.13B, 3.14B). This might be caused by a
higher latency for the accommodative response for this larger stimulus.
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Figure 3.15 Subject B01: (A) Six degree haploscope data. Data truncated from 600
points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining component (S.C) and
initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 95 [17]. (B) Six degree LED data.
Data truncated from 600 points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining
component (S.C) and initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 60 [17].
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Figure 3.16 Subject M02: (A) Six degree haploscope data. Data truncated from 600
points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining component (S.C) and
initiating component (I.C) labeled. Partitioned at 75 [17]. (B) Six degree LED data.
Data truncated from 600 points to 400 points. ICA run to two components. Sustaining
component (S.C) and initiating component (LC) labeled. Partitioned at 50 [17].
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3.3.3 FastICA to Two Components
ICA to two components on haploscope data (shown in figures 3.19 and 3.20) found the
initiating component, and sustaining components of disparity vergence eye movements
with constant accommodation. ICA data are plotted in degrees as a function of sample
number (time). The components are not to their correct scale. This analysis was used
because it allowed ICA to be run to the full length of each trial, 600 points, instead of
being limited to 400 points from the icamtl algorithm. For most of the subjects the
shapes of the components found with this analysis matched the components found for
disparity vergence data with constant accommodation with the icamtl algorithm [15, 17].
The exception can be seen in figure 3.19A where there is a downcurve of both
components. The downcurve seen in figure 3.19A can also be seen in the experimental
data (figure 3.7A).
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Figure 3.20 ICA on six degree hapioscope data to two components. Initiating
component (I.C) and sustaining component (S.C) labeled (degrees vs. sample number).
(A) Subject B01 (B) Subject MO2 (C) Subject F03 (D) Subject D04.
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The FastICA algorithm was used to find two components for data collected with
disparity vergence with varying accommodation (LED experimentatal setup). There are
visible differences in the components found between ICA performed to two components
on experimental haploscope, and experimental LED data. These differences in
components found further shows that disparity vergence with change in accommodation
(LED) is different from disparity vergence with constant accommodation (haploscope).
The components are plotted in degrees as a function of sample number (time). The
components are not to their correct scale. There is not as visible a patterned difference
between the LED data components found in figures 3.21 and 3.22 and the haploscope
data components shown in figures 3.19 and 3.20.
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3.3.4 FastICA to Three Components
FastICA to determine three components was performed on experimental LED data
(disparity vergence with varying accommodation). The components are plotted in
degrees as a function of sample number (time). The components are not to their correct
scale. The third component found was multiplied by negative one if needed to scale this
component to match the third component found in the simulated data analysis (figure
2.5C).

The three components that the independent component anaiysis (ICA) found
(shown in figures 3.23 and 3.24) did not match the three hypothesized components that
were input into the simulated data (shown in figure 2.5A). The shapes of the curves
found did match the shapes of the curves found in the simulated data analysis (a step
component, a pulse component and the 'N' shaped component shown in figure 2.5C).
This similarity in curves found adds support to the existence of the hypothesized
accommodative component.

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

4.1 Conclusions
The icamtl algorithm written for MATLAB by Dr. Semmiow and his colleagues was
used to perform ICA to two components on simulated and truncated experimental data.
The successful reproduction of the analysis performed by Semmlow et al confirmed that
ICA was working properly [7].
A question that needs to be addressed is the differences in results between the
subjects in the icamtl independent component analysis. The main issues are time, step
size and perhaps visual acuity of the individual subjects. The six degree LED did not
curve down as much as the four degree LED. Because it is a larger step, the
accommodative system may have a longer latency compared to a smaller stimulus. The
two subjects who did not maintain fixation were both nearsighted. Although the lens kit
compensates for subjects' nearsightedness, the targets are still blurry, potentially
stimulating the accommodative response earlier.
The FastICA [15] package written for MATLAB was used to perform
independent component analysis (ICA) on both experimental and simulated data. When
FastICA blindly separated three components on the simulated LED data created for this
thesis [16] (figure 2.2B), the resulting components found did not match the three
components that were input into the algorithm (figure 2.2A).
The most likely explanation for why the ICA data on the simulated data did not
return the components entered is due to loss of independence of the three components.
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This loss of independence is probably caused by the similarities in shape between the
accommodative component (AC) and the sustaining component (SC). Both the AC and
the SC are steps although the accommodative component has a longer latency and is of a
smaller magnitude. ICA algorithms do not find the proper scale of the components, it
defines the behavior of the components. Principal component analysis (PCA) determines
the number of components. ICA will search for the number of components the operator
tells the algorithm to search for. While FastICA was able to find a step component that
looks like the SC and a pulse component that looks like the IC, it can be observed that the
remaining component found is a mixture of the actual components. Thus it is
hypothesized that the third component that ICA determines is a combination of the
primary and secondary components. This component has an initial pulse shape, and a
latter upwards drift giving it an 'N' shape.
When FastICA blindly separated three components on experimental LED data,
the resulting components did not match the three hypothesized components. However,
there were distinct similarities in the shapes of the components found in the experimental
LED data and the simulated LED data. FastICA was able to find a step component that
looks like the SC and a pulse component that looks like the IC. It can be observed that
the remaining component found is a mixture of a step and a pulse component (figures
3.23 and 3.24). The similarity between components found from the experimental data
and components found for the simulated data supports the hypothesized effect of the
accommodative component [2, 3, 11, 22].
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4.2 Future Research

Initiai testing with the Fast1CA aigorithm showed difficuities separating components
correctly where two or more of the components were steps (causing ioss of
independence). Further work needs to be done to improve the algorithm used in order to
correctly find the three components of simuiated LED data. An additional step that can
be implemented to separate the mixed components found in this anaiysis, is to perform
ICA on the remaining components after removing the cleanly isolated step component.
This step wiil probably not be successfui though due to the iimited number of remaining
components. More work aiso needs to be focused on an algorithm to correctly scaie the
components found.
ICA performed for this thesis can also be improved by removing instrumentation
noise. Ultimateiy, another biind source separation technique may be needed to find the
accommodative component.

Appendix A
IRB Consent Form
A.1 Copy of IRB consent form signed by all subjects who participated in this study.
Each subject also received a signed copy of this form for their records.

NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
323 MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD.
NEWARK, NJ 07102

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
CI Groups 1 to 3 without funding
TITLE OF STUDY: Neural Plasticity Effects of Optometric Vision Therapy for
Converence Insufficienc in the Oculomotor S stem: An Investigaation Utilizing
Mathematical Models and Advanced Digital Signal Processing

RESEARCH STUDY: Vergence Oculomotor Control
, have been asked to
participate in a research study under the direction of Dr(s). _Tara Alvarez,
Michael Backer, Kenneth Ciuffreda and Barry
Tannen
Other professional persons who work with them as study staff may assist to act
for them.
PURPOSE:
I have been invited to participate in a research study that is designed to study the inward
and outward movements by nerves of the eyes. This study will lead to a better
understanding of the control of eye movements.
DURATION:
My participation in this study will last for
months
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approximately 9
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I will attend a minimum of three sessions over a 9-month period. One session at month 0,
a second session at month 3 and a third session at month 9. At times, the researcher may
not record enough data on a single one hour experiment and may ask me to return within a
few days to finish data collection.
PROCEDURES:
I understand that I will be participating in a study comparing people without binocular
problems designated as group 1 to people with the binocular problem known as
convergence insufficiency (CI) designated as group 2. I will be placed in one of two
groups. If I have symptoms that indicate I may have a high probably of having CI then I
will be evaluated by Dr. Ciuffreda to determine if I will part of group 1 or group 2.
I have been told that, during the course of this study, the following will occur:
An eye movement monitor will be placed on my head to objectively record my
eye movements. The equipment will not physically touch my eyes. A low
intensity infra red light will be shone into my eyes. I will use a chin rest or a bite
bar to reduce head movement. I will press a button to signify I am ready to begin
an experiment and will try not to blink during the experiment, which lasts five to
twenty seconds. I will look at targets that will move some time after the button is
pressed.
PARTICIPANTS:
I will be one of about
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participants to participate in this trial.

EXCLUSIONS:
I will inform the researcher if any of the following apply to me:
v During experiments any stress or fatigue is experienced.
+ My eyes feel dry.

RISK/DISCOMFORTS:
I have been told that the study described above may involve the following risks
and/or
discomforts:
I may experience fatigue during the experiments and possibly drying of my eyes. If drying
of my eyes occurs then I should blink. If I get tired, I can ask for a rest period.
There also may be risks and discomforts that are not yet known.
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CONFIDENTIALITY:
Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of my study records.
Officials of NJIT will be allowed to inspect sections of my research records
related to this study. If the findings from the study are published, I will not be
identified by name. My identity will remain confidential unless disclosure is
required by law.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
I have been told that I will not receive monetary compensation for my time.
CONSENT AND RELEASE:
I fully recognize that there are risks that I might be exposed to by volunteering in
this study which are inherent in participating in any study; I understand that I am
not covered by NJIT's insurance policy for any injury or loss I might sustain in
the course of participating in the study.
I agree to assume and take on myself all risks and responsibilities in any way
associated with this activity. I release NJIT, its trustees, agents, employees and
students from any and all liability, claims and actions that may arise as a result of
my participation in the study. I understand that this means that I am giving up my
right to sue NJIT, its trustees, agents and employees for injuries, damages or
losses I may incur.
I have not had exposure to metallic particulate matter and have not participated in
laser surgery of any kind on my eyes.
RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:
I understand that my participation is voluntary and I may refuse to participate, or
may
discontinue my participation at any time with no adverse consequence. I also
understand that the investigator has the right to withdraw me from the study at
any time.
If it is found that I do have convergence insufficiency, I agree to postpone
treatment for nine months (duration of study) OR, if I decide to seek treatment, I
would information the research group. In the latter case, the research group may
decide to exclude my further participation in the study.
INDIVIDUAL TO CONTACT:
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If I have any questions about my treatment or research procedures that I discuss
them with the principal investigator. If I have any addition questions about my
rights as a
research subject, I may contact:
Richard Greene, Chair of the Institution Review Board at (973) 596-3281.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
I have read this entire form, or it has been read to me, and I understand it
completely. All of my questions regarding this form or this study have been
answered to my complete satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research
study.
Subject: Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF READER/TRANSLATOR IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES NOT
READ ENGLISH WELL
The person who has signed above,
, does not read
English well, I read English well and am fluent in (name of the language)
, a language the subject
understands well. I have translated for the subject the entire content of this form.
To the best of my knowledge, the participant understands the content of this form
and has had an opportunity to ask questions regarding the consent form and the
study, and these questions have been answered to the complete satisfaction of the
participant (his/her parent/legal guardian).
Reader/
Translator: Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR OR RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL
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Appendix B
MATLAB Scripts
Matlab scripts that were edited/written for this thesis. All were writtenlrun under
MATBAB 6.5 unless otherwise stated.
B.1 visresc2call.m
Used to categorize experimental data. Modified to save vergence data to have ICA
performed on. Run under MATBAB 6.1.
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close; close;close;
fclose all;
clear param;

% Close any open figures from previous run

Initialize parameters
cntl_flag = 'p'; % Controls plotting
nu_param = 12;
% Number of parameters
rec_length = 600;
% Data record length (default for 3 second data)
T = 1/200;
% Sample frequency
print_flag = 'i';
% Indicates no figures have yet been printed (changes to x)
diff save_flag = 'i'; % Indicates no diff curves have been saved yet.
opt_flag = 'n';
% Incidatest that optimisation is off
cmd = 'a';
% Contols options (default a = advance)
iskip = 8;
% Derivatve skip factor
iskip 1 = 4; % Acceleration skip factor
scale = (2*iskip+l) * T; % Derivative scale factor
scald = (2*iskipl+1) * T; % Acceleration scale factor
first_flag = 'y';
% Indicates first time for special plot
sim_flag = 'n';
% Simulation flag. See above.
cal_flag = 2;
% Indicates calibration method,; default is 2 pts
flag_tau_study = 1;
% ==l indicates tau program on
error = [];
stw_mech = [];
phase_flag = l;
% indicates first time through phase loop
categorization_flag = 1; % indicates first time through categorization loop
Set up directories
export_dir = 'c:\axumw\date ;
% Default directory for data export
param_dir = 'c: \matlab6pl\usr\data\ic_param';
% Default directory for model
parameters
eom_data_dir = 'c:\vision_eye_movement_date ; % Default directory for eye movement
data
eom_cata_dir = 'c:\vision_eye_movement_data\cate , % directory for categoried eye data
eom_ica_dir = 'c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\ '; % directory for eye movements
categorized for ica analysis
iso_data_dir = 'cAmatlat6p 1 \usr\data\iso_data'; % Default directory for isolated slow
components

Set up figures
close; close;
figi = figure('Units','inches','Position',[0 4 3.5 3.5]);
orient portrait;
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param_flag = 'n';
end
if sim_flag == 'y'
% Change director to IC
fname_prm = [param_dir fname '.prm'];
model parameter,
if exist([fname_prm]) == 2
% check if exists, then load parameters
evala'load fname_prm, ' -ascii']);
evala'param = fname;]);
evala'clear ',fame]);
[nu_param_rec, npar] = size(param); % Check if parameter file intact
if npar == nu_param +1 & nu_param rec >= 1
param_flag = 'y';
else
param_flag = 'i';
% Parameter file not valid, use initial values
disp ('Parameter size error - number param; number recds: ');
dispanpar, nu_param_recp]);
clear param; % Clear so new param array can be created
end %npar == nu_param +1
else
param_flag = 'i';
% Also use initial values if parameter file not found
disp('Parameter error: file not found');
end %existafname_prm]) ==2
end % sim_flag == 'y'

disp('Search for the following stimulus');
desired_stim = input('Enter [stim type, 1 amp, r amp, 1 bias, r bias, igain, r gain]');
if desired_stim == []
all_stim_flag = 'y';
else
all_stim_flag = 'n';
desired_stim = desired_stim';
end %desired_stim == []
Initialize Variables
rec_count = 0;
recnu = 0;
next_rec = 'y';
n_avg = 0;
if asc_flag == 'y'
data = fscanf(fid, '%f, [6,600]); % Tara just for now
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response = response(1:total_pts,:);
stim_p = stim(2);
% Save 3 point calibration data
if cal flag > 2
l_linearity = (((l_cal(3,2) + l_cal(1,2))/2 - 1_cal(2,2))/(1_cal(3,2)-1_cal(1,2))) *
100;
r_linearity = (((r_cal(3,2) + r_cal(1,2))/2 - r_cal(2,2))/(r_cal(3,2)-r_cal(1,2))) *
100;

inearty=0;

l

comments = ['Binearity (1/r): ', num2stralinearity),';
else
linearity = 0;
r
end %cal_flag > 2

% Check for overflow or underflow on both channels
[m i] = max(response(:,1));
if m > 4095
disp('ERROR: left eye overflow at sec:');
disp(i*T);
end %m > 4095
[m i] = max(response(:,2));
if m > 4095
disp('ERROR: right eye overflow at sec:');
disp(i*T);
end %m > 4095
[m i] = min(response(:,1));
if m < 1
disp('ERROR: left eye underflow at sec:')
disp(i*T);
end %m < 1
[m i] = min(response(:,2));
if m < 1
disp('ERROR: right eye underflow at sec:');
disp(i*T);
end %m < 1
if cal_flag == 3
cal_3m; % Calibrate response
else

num2str(r_linearity)];
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stimulatdat = amp*(1 + ((tau2/(tau2 - taul))*exp(-tltaul)) - ((tau2/(tau2 taul))* exp(4.ltau2)));
derivstimulatdat = amp*( (( -1/(tau2 - taul))*exp(-tltaul)) + ((1/(tau2 taul))*exp(-t/tau2)));
figure(l);
calf;
hold on;
axisa-.2 3 -1 30]);
plot(stimulat_dat);
plot(t,deriv_stimulat_dat,'r');
figure(fig3);
plot(stimulatdat, deriv_stimulatdat);
verg = stimulat_dat;
d_verg = deriv_stimulatdat;
multcomp;
else
muitcomp;
end
end

Define dynamic boundry
if cmd == 'y'
d_sum = deriv(:,1) + deriv(:,2);
vergence = response(:,1) + response(:,2);
figure(fig2);
calf; plot(t(1:100), vergence(1:100));
hold on;
title('Place pointer at movement onset and click');
[x,y] = ginput(1);
lat = x(1); plotax(1) x(1)], [0 max(vergence(1:200))],':');
text(x(1), 0,['lat = ',num2str(lat),' sec']);
figure(l);
calf; plot(t(1 :200),d_sum(1 :200));
title('Place pointer on max vel. and click');
[x,y] = ginput(1);
max_i_vel = x(1)/T;
max_verg_vel = d_sum(max_i_vel);
text(0,16,'Place pointer on end points and click');
[x,y] = ginput(2);
[onset, slope 1, slope2] = lin2_fit(d_sum,min(x)/T,max(x)/T);
figure(fig2); elf;
x = 1:1:400; % Plot against number
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plot(x,vergence(1:400));
hold on;
plot(x,d_sum(1:400)* .2,'r--');
x = [onset onset]; y = [0 max(vergence(1:200))];
plot(x,y,':');
text(onset, 0,['st =',num2str(onset*T),' sec']);
plotalat/T latJT], y,':');
if (input('Accept data (y,n)','s')) == 'y';
erri = vergence(onset);
err2 = vergence(max_i_vel);
if isempty(stw_mech)
stw_mech
onset*T,d_sum(onset),max_verg_vel,max_i_vel*T,errl,err2, slope2/T, slope2IT];
out_name = input('Input output file for switching info: ','s');
file_outi = [export_dir, out_name];
else
stw_mech
[stw_mech;
onset*T,d_sum(onset),max_verg_vel,max_i_vel*T,erri ,err2, slope2IT,slope2IT];
end %isempty(stw_mech)
end %(input('Accept data (y,n)','s')) = 'y';
end %cmd == 'y'

Gain Change
if cmd == 'g' % Scale left or right eye response to compensate for gain error
rd_gain = input('Input relative Fr channel gain (neg for rt eye)')
if rel_gain < 0
response(:,2) = response(:,2) * abs(rel_gain);
else
response(:,1) = response(:,1) * rel_gain
end %rel_gain < 0
derive = zeros(length(response),2); % Recompute derivatives
for id = iskip+1:length(response(:,1))-iskip
deriv(id, l) = (response(id+iskip,1) - response(id-iskip,1))/scale;
deriv(id,2) = (response(id+iskip,2) - response(id-iskip,2))/scale;
end %id = iskip+1:length(response(:,1))-iskip
end %cmd == 'g'

if cmd == 'k' % Access to keyboard
keyboard;
if sim_flag
'y'
sim_flag = 'd';
end

[lat,

lat,
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error = [rec_count 1 2 cal(1,2) 1 2 cal(1,2) r 2 cal(1,2) r 2 cal(1,2)];
v_x_out = [rec_nu v_max xmax vmax!x_max];
Open output file for v_max and x_max
out_name = input('Input output file for v_max and x_max: ','s');
file_out = [export_dir, out_name];
else
error = [error; rec_count 1_2_cal(1,2) 1_2_cal(1,2) r_2_cal(1,2)
r_2_cal(1,2)];
v_x_out = [v_x_out; rec__nu v_max xmax vmax!x_max];
end %isempty(error)
end %(input('Accept this data: (y or n) ','s') = 'y')
if sim_flag == 'y'
sim_flag = 'd';
end
end
if cmd == 'm' % Multiple data plot
dat_plot;
if sim_flag == 'y'
sim_flag = 'd'; % Inhibit simulation this pass only
end %sim_flag = 'y'
end %cmd == 'm'
if cmd == 'd' % Difference plot. Required to get isolated data.
diff_plo;
if sim_flag == 'y'
sim_flag = 'd'; % Inhibit simulation this pass only
end %sim_flag = 'y'
end %cmd == 'd'
if cmd == 't' % Insert text into a figure
fig_nu = input('Figure number: ');
if fig_nu == 2
figure(fig2);
else
figure(l);
end %fig_nu == 2
tin = input('Input text then click mouse: ','s');
gtext(tin);
if sim_flag == 'y'
sim_flag = 'd';
end %sim_flag = 'y'
end %cmd == 't'
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if cmd == 'e' % Export data from plots
fig_nu = input('Output data from Figure number (3 for net verg): ');
filename = input('Output file name: ', 's');
if fig_nu == 1
load fl .tmp;
evala'save', export_dir, file_name,' fl
clear fl ;
elseif fig_nu == 2
load f2.tmp;
eval(['save export_dir, file_name,' f2 -ascii']);
clear f2;
elseif fig_nu == 3
response(:,1)+response(:,2)
[t
verg_sum
(deriv(:,1)+deriv(:,2))*.15];
evala'save export_dir, file_name,' verg_sum
clear verg_sum;
end %fig_nu == 1
if sim_flag = 'y'
sim_flag = 'd'; % Inhibit this pass only
'y'
end %sim_flag
end %cmd == 'e'
if cmd == 'p' % Print one of the two active figures
fig_nu = input('Input figure number: ')
if fig_nu == 2
figure(fig2);
else
figure(1);
end %fig_nu == 2
print -dwin;
if sim_flag == 'y'
sim_flag = 'd'; % Inhibit simulation this pass only
end %sim_flag = 'y'
end %cmd == 'p'
if cmd == 'n' % Enter new PARAM
cntl_flag = 'p';
if sim_flag —= 'n'
sim_flag = 'y';
end %sim_flag —= 'n'
param_nu = 1;
while param_nu >= 1 & param_nu nu_param
param_nu = input('Change parameter number: ');
if param_nu >= 1 & param_nu nu_param
x_param = inputa'From: num2str(x(param_nu)),' to: ']);
if isempty(x_param)
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B.3 Sorta.m
Used to further sort experimental data after categorization done with visresc2call .m
%Sorta.m loads file of already categorized vergence data, goes through the
%vergence_ica_matrix or the vergence_trunc or the vergence_chop matrix,
%plotting them, and will let you get rid of the one that you don't want. MBK
clear all;
close all;
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evala'save evision_eye_movement_data\ice, nameoffile]);
loop = input('Did you want to delete another from this file?(y/n) ','s');
end
end
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B.6 Edited excerpt from icamtl.m
%Michele edited to save results in a file with with partition label here:
1ding_save = datasource;
partition_save = int2str(partition);
iding_save = [1ding_save, 'c', partition_save];
%evala'save c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\semmlow\2compsV , ica_save]);
evala'save C:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\semmlow\2comps\ ', 1ding_save,' lding1);
%End Michele Edit

B.7 Floaderm.m
MATBAB script written to use with FastICA package to easily load variables into
FastICA

%F_BoaderM will ask the name of the file, and load the variable that it
%is told to load.
clear all;
data_source_type = input('Is Data Simulated? (yin) ','s');
filename = input('File Name: ','s');
if data_source_type == 'y'
evala'load c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\simulated\', filename]);
data = data';
%data(:,1)=[];
%evala'save c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\simulatedV , filename]);
else
eval(['load c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\', filename]);
end
whos;
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B.8 F_saverm.m
MATBAB script written to use with FastICA package to easily save variables created by
FastICA
%f saverm asks for the filename, how many components the user ran to,
%and the name of the filename the user wants everything saved to.
%then it saves it to the directory with the new file name with
comps = input('How Many components was ICA run to? ');
ica_save = input('Input file to save to: ' , 's');
if comps == 2;
evala'save evision_eye_movement_data\ica\2compsV, ica_save]);
elseif comps ==3;
eval(['save c:\vision_eye_movement_data\ica\3compsV , ica_save);
end
%comps = input('How Many components was ICA run to? ');
%icaload = input('Input file to that you save to: ' , 's');
%if comps == 2;
% evala'load evision_eye_movement_data\ica\2compsV, ica_load
%elseif comps ==3;
%evala'load evision_eye_movement_data\ica\3compsV, icaload]);
%end
%whos
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B.9 Icaf loaderm.m
MATBAB script written to use with FastICA package to easily load variables created by
FastICA

%F_BoaderM will ask the name of the file, and load the variable that it
%is told to load. Then the user will be prompted to call the fasticag
%function.
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